HealthMarts, HIPCs, MEWAs, And AHPs: A Guide For The Perplexed

Newer proposals for group purchasing move us back in the direction of competition based on risk selection.
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ABSTRACT: This paper considers how pending proposals to authorize new forms of group purchasing arrangements for health insurance would fit and function within the existing, highly complex market and regulatory landscape and whether these proposals are likely to meet their stated objectives and avoid unintended consequences. Cost savings are more likely to result from increased risk segmentation than through true market efficiencies. Thus, these proposals could erode previous market reforms whose goal is increased risk pooling. On the other hand, these proposals contain important enhancements, clarifications, and simplification of state and federal regulatory oversight of group purchasing vehicles. Also, they address some of the problems that have hampered the performance of purchasing cooperatives. On balance, although these proposals should receive cautious and careful consideration, they are not likely to produce a significant overall reduction in premiums or increase in coverage.

In each of the past three Congresses, the House has adopted proposals to authorize new forms of group purchasing arrangements for health insurance, known as HealthMarts and association health plans (AHPs). The highly complex U.S. health insurance market is already subject to a crazy-quilt of state and federal regulatory overlays in the form of ERISA, HIPAA, small-group and individual-market reform laws, and conventional state insurance regulation. This paper explains how these proposed new structures would fit and function within the existing market and regulatory landscape. Its purpose is twofold: (1) to shed light on whether these proposals fundamentally reshape the health insurance market or merely repackaged old ideas and tinker at the edges; and (2) to anticipate the likely effects of these proposals, drawing from more than 100 in-depth interviews with insurers, agents, regulators, and administrators in ten states.

The Legislation

Proposals for AHPs and HealthMarts have been circulating in Congress since the Clinton health care reform initiative in 1993. Their overriding purpose is to enable the small-group market to function more like the large-group market, to increase coverage among small-firm workers. The small-group market reforms that swept the country in the early-to-mid-1990s, culminating in the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), attempted to address the same issue, but many small firms still be-
lieve that these reforms fail to confer all of the advantages enjoyed by large employers. Primarily, these are (1) the economies of scale and bargaining power that arise from bulk purchasing; (2) the ability to use Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) preemption to avoid costly benefits mandated by state law; (3) the ability to self-insure, which avoids other costs of state regulation (such as premium taxes) and eliminates the profit margin and “risk premium” earned by insurers; and (4) the use of experience rating to achieve lower rates for a pool of healthier subscribers.

The newer AHP and HealthMart proposals seek to confer these benefits on smaller purchasers by (1) authorizing various forms of pooled purchasing for small groups and individuals; (2) amending ERISA to preempt states’ mandated-benefits laws for coverage offered through these arrangements; (3) allowing association plans to offer self-insured coverage, subject to reduced solvency protections; and (4) allowing rates to be set based on the claims experience generated by each association pool rather than as part of the regular small-group rating structures required by state laws.

Many of these objectives have been pursued already by existing market innovations and by states’ small-group reform laws in the 1990s, so it is important to note how the pending federal proposals are different. Small employers have long purchased insurance through private trade or business associations. Moreover, recent reform laws in a dozen states authorize pooled purchasing arrangements in a form known as health insurance purchasing cooperatives (HIPCs). AHPs and HealthMarts differ from these arrangements in a number of important respects, some of which are summarized in Exhibit 1.

AHPs and HealthMarts are private entities, have few constraints on organizational form and governance structure, and enjoy greater operational freedom than HIPCs, which are usually formed and sometimes operated under governmental auspices, have governing boards that represent only purchasers, and are subject to stricter rules about selection, offering, and pricing of plans.

Contrasts also exist with respect to existing private associations. Contrary to the current rule in most states but similar to existing multiple employer welfare arrangements (MEWAs), AHPs would be allowed to offer self-insured products, subject to federal oversight of solvency guarantees. Also, AHPs would not be subject to many aspects of small-group reform laws. State rating rules would not apply, and although AHPs would have to meet HIPAA’s portability and guaranteed-issue requirements for sales inside the association, insurers that sell through AHPs would not have to sell in the regular market, and they could cancel their AHP contracts without offering alternative coverage.

These proposals also differ from existing state laws that allow for so-called bare-bones plans. State laws lift certain mandates but replace them with a more limited set of standardized (and therefore mandated) benefits, and such plans often are offered in a fashion that makes them attractive primarily to higher risks. The AHP and HealthMart proposals waive virtually all mandates, leaving plan design entirely to insurers, associations, and their purchasing membership.

Finally, the pending proposals make critical changes in regulatory jurisdiction. They create new oversight responsibilities for the federal government, diminish the role of state insurance regulators, and clarify and expand the solvency oversight of self-insured associations.

Although this particular package of reforms is unique, none of its components is completely novel. Therefore, there is a large body of experience from which to evaluate whether the new proposals are likely to achieve their objectives or cause unintended disruption of other public policy objectives. This paper undertakes such an evaluation, bringing to bear lessons learned from our extensive study of insurance markets and pooled purchasing arrangements in a dozen states.

**Meeting Objectives**

Advocates of AHPs and HealthMarts claim that they can reduce costs by 30 percent and
draw in as many as 8.5 million previously uninsured purchasers. Others, including independent analysts, claim that cost decreases will be offset by cost increases in the regular market, resulting in either no change in enrollment or only a very small increase. Even if cost reductions are achieved, others dispute whether this will in fact increase coverage. We choose here to set aside questions about increased coverage and focus instead on the potential for cost reductions. Reducing costs is an admirable goal, even if the benefit accrues mainly to those already purchasing coverage. However, cost reductions are problematic if achieved by sacrificing other public policy objectives. Opponents claim that savings through these routes will not be as great as projected; instead, they argue, cost reductions will occur because AHPs and HealthMarts will be used for risk selection and segmentation. We explore both sides by focusing on four sources of potential cost savings: increased purchasing power and economies of scale, avoiding mandated benefits, avoiding other unnecessary state regulations, and risk segmentation.

### EXHIBIT 1
Comparison of Existing Health Insurance Purchasing Cooperatives (HIPCs) and Legislatively Proposed HealthMarts and Association Health Plans (AHPs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature or condition</th>
<th>AHPs</th>
<th>HealthMarts</th>
<th>HIPCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of entity, governance</td>
<td>Private, subject to trust agreement</td>
<td>Private, nonprofit</td>
<td>Governmental or nonprofit, subject to governmental restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interests represented on governing board</td>
<td>Employers, sponsoring institution</td>
<td>Employers, employees, providers, and insurers</td>
<td>Employers, community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must accept all willing insurers</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Generally not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to negotiate with plans over premiums, etc.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, but seems unlikely given board structure</td>
<td>Typically only over administrative component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required to offer plans from multiple insurers (not just different plan types)</td>
<td>No, but must offer at least one insured plan alongside self-insured options</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee, not employer, selects plan</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Normally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized benefits</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Normally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject to state-mandated benefits laws</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group size limits</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2–50</td>
<td>Usually 2–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must take all small groups that apply, regardless of health status</td>
<td>Within association membership only; nonmembers excluded</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject to state rating requirements</td>
<td>No, but limits on rating factors apply within association</td>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>Yes, but can sometimes offer discounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject to other small-group insurance reforms</td>
<td>Only HIPAA, not state laws (with some exceptions)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic service area</td>
<td>Presumably the same as association membership, often multistate</td>
<td>County-specific, and counties need not be contiguous</td>
<td>Usually whole state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowed to assume insurance risk (self-insure)</td>
<td>Yes, subject to some reserve and solvency requirements</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Authors’ review of pending and enacted legislation.

**NOTE:** HIPAA is Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.
proponents hope to achieve economies of scale that increase purchasing power and lower administrative costs. HIPCs have the same objectives, but so far they have not seen much lower prices. Examples of attractive rates cited by some existing HIPCs cannot be readily compared with other market options because they are based on different benefit packages or risk pools. Most HIPC administrators and insurers report that HIPC prices are no lower, and often are somewhat higher, than those in the regular market for equivalent coverage. They explain that HIPCs have been unable to realize administrative economies of scale or to bargain aggressively over price because their enrollment has remained very low, usually much less than 5 percent of the total small-group market. This points to a chicken/egg dilemma: A HIPC needs substantial enrollment to have the bargaining power to negotiate price discounts, but without discounts a HIPC has trouble attracting the requisite enrollment. Those we interviewed generally believe that there is nothing wrong with HIPCs that greater volume wouldn’t fix.

Part of what is lacking is the up-front enthusiasm and long-range commitment from insurers. Especially in recent years, HIPCs have had difficulty attracting and keeping well-known health plans. Insurers (like many businesses) prefer to avoid competition that focuses on price, especially within a structure that makes it easy for buyers to compare prices for standardized products, as HIPCs do. Health plans would rather compete on the basis of variations in benefit design, provider networks, service levels, brand-name recognition, and so forth. Also, insurers have no reason to favor a structure that brings many small employers, who individually lack any bargaining power, together into an entity that represents their economic interests and has the market share to demand price discounts and other concessions. Further, insurers worry that HIPCs are magnets for higher risks and often operate under rules that create the potential for adverse selection.

AHPs and HealthMarts. In several respects, AHPs and HealthMarts have features that might make them more attractive to insurers than HIPCs are. First, they are expected to attract lower, not higher, risks. Unlike HIPCs, they are not structured to represent exclusively purchasers. Rather than excluding insurers from the governing boards, as HIPCs do, HealthMarts’ boards would be required to include both insurers and medical providers—stakeholders whose economic interests conflict with those of employers. Although AHPs bar insurers from governing boards, in practice, insurers or brokers often establish associations and contract to administer them. Moreover, AHPs and HealthMarts may offer the products of only a single insurer, rather than forcing insurers to compete as HIPCs do. Thus, these proposals create the potential for insurers to use AHPs or HealthMarts as sales vehicles for specialized products under favorable regulatory rules. This seems more likely to generate the level of insurer participation and “buy-in” needed to induce aggressive marketing, which, if successful, may produce the economies of scale that have eluded HIPCs.

Administrative costs. Still, skeptics question the potential for lower prices. They observe that with thin profit margins there is little room to reduce price purely by negotiation. Instead, price reductions are more feasible if real economies can be achieved by lowering the cost of sales and administration. Our detailed case studies of HIPCs reveal much less opportunity for administrative cost reductions than first appears possible. A major component of these costs is agents’ commissions. Some HIPCs at first hoped to operate without agents but quickly found that agents are essential to reaching small employers. Even without agents, HIPCs have had to replicate many of the same advertising, informational, and processing costs. These and other costs are built into the HIPCs’ administrative charges, which typically run about 2–3 percent of premiums. Similarly, private associations charge both administrative fees and membership dues, and they frequently receive a commission or royalty from the insurer.

The goal of achieving the efficiencies that exist in the large-group market remains elu-
sive. A purchasing organization of smaller groups inherently has higher costs for the very reason that it is not a single large group. Each employer continues to make its own purchasing decisions, which means that proportionate sales costs continue to be higher, as are the costs of billing and collections. Moreover, for larger employers, many of these informational and administrative costs are internalized within human resource departments and so do not appear as part of the insurance premium. For small employers that lack this staff, these functions must be “outsourced,” either to agents paid by commission or to association staff paid through dues and fees. Necessarily, this means that small employers will pay higher premiums than large employers do for the same coverage.

On balance, there is no clear evidence that group purchasing arrangements will achieve much savings through economies of scale. Some savings are likely, but these are probably marginal at best. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated no savings through this route, based on a survey of employers that failed to find any documented savings from using group purchasing arrangements.

Eliminating mandated benefits. It is not clear that eliminating mandated-benefit requirements would lower the cost of health insurance very much. This depends on whether employers will prefer pared-down coverage. Even proponents of these new entities observe that large employers, whom they hope to emulate, tend to offer most of the benefits covered by state mandates. They envision that small employers, especially when facing a tight labor market, will eliminate only peripheral benefits such as hair transplants, in vitro fertilization, and chiropractic services. Naturally, to the extent that this is true, the achievable cost savings are lower. Regardless, proponents argue, the choice should be made by purchasers and not be imposed by the government. Opponents respond that there are good reasons to require certain benefits such as maternity care or mental health and substance abuse treatment. If most people are not required to purchase these socially important benefits, people who need them will not be able to afford them. We do not enter into this well-established debate here but simply observe that if mandates were lifted, existing evidence is not conclusive about whether small employers would opt to purchase much cheaper benefit packages. Studies have shown that bare-bones plans sell poorly and that self-insured employers, free of benefit mandates, offer many of these benefits because workers desire them.

Reducing state regulation. Freeing the new entities from a variety of state regulations is seen as another source of savings. Insurers now must register, meet solvency standards, submit to inspections, and obtain regulatory approval for contract forms in every state in which they do business. The proposed AHP legislation would greatly simplify and expedite this process by consolidating jurisdiction either in the Department of Labor (DOL) or in one state to which the DOL chooses to delegate regulatory authority. The DOL may choose either the state where most association members reside or the state that the association chooses to declare as its legal domicile (not necessarily where it is headquartered). Also, the bill provides for an application fee of only $5,000 to defray the costs of inspecting and certifying AHPs, which is less than many states charge and much less than paying filing fees in several states at once.

Eliminating duplicative state jurisdiction makes sense and will save costs. To prevent associations from selecting the state with the most lenient rules, the DOL would determine which state has jurisdiction. However, as discussed below, insurers might be able to use...
AHPs as a way to exploit regulatory gradients that exist among states by quickly entering and leaving markets according to the best prospects for risk selection. Also, opponents object that the application fee is sufficient for only a one-time inspection, not ongoing oversight.

In other respects, the proposed legislation would reduce but not eliminate the costs of state regulation. First, in contrast with self-insured employers, states could continue to impose premium taxes on insurance sold through HealthMarts and new AHPs. Only existing associations would be exempted. Another area of potential regulatory cost savings is lower solvency standards imposed on self-insured associations. There are good reasons for not eliminating these protections for associations, which unlike large self-insured employers have no source of assets to make good on their promises other than the premiums they collect. Associations also may lack the cohesion, commitment, and sense of community within a large employer group. They are not subject to the same labor-market forces and collective bargaining pressures that induce large employers to keep their self-funded benefits promises. Therefore, the proposed solvency protections are substantial.

Improving solvency oversight of self-insured associations is one of the primary purposes of the AHP legislation, in response to continuing problems with what are currently known as MEWAs. MEWAs’ complex legal status has evolved over time, largely in response to problems of mismanagement or fraud resulting in bankruptcies that have left hundreds of thousands of people with unpaid medical bills. Despite amendments to ERISA in 1983 clarifying state authority and creating federal oversight of MEWAs, problems persist because of the following uncertainties and gaps in regulatory authority: (1) Regulators have poor information about the existence and operation of MEWAs, making it difficult to monitor or detect problems, especially by unscrupulous operators. (2) The extent of allowable state regulation is uncertain, allowing MEWAs to resist regulatory efforts by challenging them in courts. (3) ERISA exempts from state regulation single employers with several divisions and MEWAs that are sponsored by collective bargaining arrangements or by employee leasing firms. Some MEWAs have configured themselves as bogus or questionable versions of these exempt categories to evade regulation.

AHP proposals seek to rectify these problems with additional amendments to ERISA that rename MEWAs as AHPs, require them to register, clarify various ambiguities, close loopholes, and create uniform federal solvency standards to be administered by the DOL (subject to grandfathering provisions for certain existing entities). As a result, from the employer’s point of view, purchasing through self-insured associations is not the same as self-insuring. Instead, the legislation substitutes one regulated risk-bearing entity (an AHP) for another (an insurer). To this extent, the costs of meeting solvency standards will not be eliminated. However, the solvency requirements for AHPs are not as great as under existing state insurance regulation and can be met through more flexible means, such as stop-loss coverage or reinsurance rather than reserves. Such changes could save costs.

On balance, although opponents may object that lowering these various regulatory costs will lead to insufficient oversight, the proposed legislation imposes far more demands on small-employer pools than are now imposed on self-insured large employers, which are not subject to any regulatory costs. To this extent, the potential savings are not as great as those enjoyed by large employers.

Risk segmentation. The strongest attack levied against these new forms of pooled purchasing comes from those who fear that they will undo existing risk pools, forcing higher-risk groups to drop coverage. These opponents maintain that any cost savings will be achieved primarily by allowing younger, healthier purchasers to form separate risk pools that offer lower rates, at the expense of the elderly and chronically ill. They note that because there is a huge variation in health risks, it is far easier for insurers to lower their price by attracting better risks or avoiding...
worse ones than by achieving real efficiencies in the sale of insurance or the delivery of care. This is especially true for smaller indemnity insurers, which lack the capital and market concentration necessary to form effective managed care networks. Critics maintain that risk segmentation will occur primarily because the waiver of mandated benefits allows associations to offer more bare-bones plans that appeal more to healthier members. Critics fear that the sick will be stuck in the community-rated, fully regulated market while the healthy flee to the lightly regulated, mandate-free association plans. We consider here various ways in which this might occur.

**Benefit differences.** Even if association plans offer a wide range of benefits, there are still legitimate reasons to expect some risk segmentation attributable to benefit design. Some associations will likely avoid important mandates such as pregnancy and mental health coverage, which would cause subscribers to sort themselves according to their need for these services. Moreover, benefits can differ apart from mandates. Plans can have widely varying deductibles and copayments. Even if an AHP covered all or most mandated benefits, it could impose a much higher deductible for all services or much larger copayments for pharmaceuticals. Such across-the-board limits discourage higher risks and appeal more strongly to healthier people.

Although these same benefit differences appear in the regular, fully regulated market, small-group rating rules require that price differences between an insurer’s plans reflect primarily the risk-neutral differences in benefits, not the claims experience that results from attracting different risk pools. AHPs, however, are free to do the latter. Current small-group rating reforms require an insurer to treat its entire bloc of small groups in a state as a single pool, and the reforms then prescribe allowable variations among groups according to specific demographic and health status factors. More liberal rating rules allow greater variation but only around a single market index rate. Some states go further and allow an insurer to use different index rates for different blocs defined by product lines and sales forces, but these bloc midpoints cannot vary more than a prescribed amount (usually, ±10 percent).

AHPs (and perhaps also HealthMarts) would be subject to these rating rules only within their pools and not across or between different pools in which an insurer might sell.

Therefore, insurers selling through AHPs charge different rates to different AHPs based on the claims experience of each pool, similar to rating for larger employer groups.

Even if AHPs offer the same kinds of benefits available elsewhere in the market, their rates will still reflect the risk-selection patterns that result from normal differences in benefits, a result that the regulated market attempts to avoid (although not always with great success). These benefits-related selection patterns can be very pronounced. In our case studies we observed that a number of plans that were identical except for their deductibles attracted substantially different risk pools. For instance, in New Jersey’s individual market, leading insurers in 1999 charged on average $3,312 more for single coverage with a $500 deductible than for identical policies with a $1,000 deductible. In other words, the difference in premiums was more than six times greater than the difference in benefits. Some of this disparity is attributable to increased utilization that results from a lower deductible, but most is due to how people naturally sort themselves according to their perceived need for coverage. Similarly, in New York, which in the individual market allows only a standardized plan to be sold in two formats—HMO and point-of-service (POS)—the two leading insurers report that their 1997 claims costs were two-thirds greater under the POS plan, primarily because it attracts higher risks. In North Carolina in 1993, plans with leaner benefits cost two to three times more than those from the same insurer with richer benefits. This effect was clearly the result of risk selection, since only the richer plans were subject to full medical underwriting. These patterns are consistent with large employers’ experience. When they
offer plans with widely different benefits, they often find that the better benefits attract workers and families with much worse health risk. Membership criteria and “bona fide” status. The proposed legislation attempts to minimize risk selection in several ways. First, HealthMarts must accept all groups, and AHPs can restrict purchasers only according to valid membership criteria. Membership criteria cannot be used as a proxy for health status. Second, only “bona fide” associations are allowed—those formed primarily for noninsurance purposes and in existence for three years. The effectiveness of these protections can be evaluated by examining the experience of current associations under existing reform laws. This evidence indicates that these protections will avoid only the more overt forms of risk selection such as medical underwriting or excluding high-risk groups. They will not eliminate subtle forms of selection that occur through more natural or covert means.

Under the legislation, associations may restrict their membership to specified occupations. Workers often sort themselves by age, sex, and health condition. This tendency is reflected in the fact that prior to small-group reforms, underwriters rated coverage according to industry classification, with premium variations of 50 percent or more across industries. AHPs would, in effect, allow insurers to resume industry rating. Insurers could charge more to sell through AHPs representing high-risk industries, and they could offer much lower prices to the favored groups based on their actual claims experience.

The requirement of bona fide status and the prohibition of “fictitious groups” have not been effectively enforced. Both HIPAA and state law require that associations exist for noninsurance purposes, yet many associations exist mainly to sell insurance. Typically, these insurance-run associations have virtually no membership limitations, with names such as “Associated Industries,” “Business Council,” and “Association of Self-Employed.” Some observers derisively refer to these as “air-breather” associations: Anyone who breathes air is eligible to join.

Nevertheless, these associations have protected status under state law because they are formed with stated purposes to promote business interests, and they indeed offer member benefits besides health insurance. In substance and form, these insurer-run associations do not differ from broadly inclusive associations formed by Chambers of Commerce and other legitimate business groups. Even where insurers do not operate these associations, we frequently observed in our case studies that offering an insurance product is the primary purpose for the association’s existence.

Destabilizing the market. There is nothing inherently wrong with air-breather associations operated primarily for insurance purposes. However, under the proposed regulatory structure, they are likely to destabilize the market, for two distinct reasons. First, allowing experience-rated associations with fewer regulatory controls to operate alongside a community-rated and more highly regulated market creates a sharp regulatory gradient that will erode, or collapse, the community-rated pool. Second, even if associations were to constitute the entire market, they tend to be unstable because, unlike larger employer groups, nothing binds individual members to the association. Purchasers shop among associations for the best price, and, under an experience-rated system, price differences are driven primarily by the health risk of persons in different pools. We illustrate these concerns with examples from our case studies.

The potential of experience-rated associations to undermine market reforms is the greatest in states with pure or nearly pure
community rating, which creates the greatest rewards for separating out low-risk groups. For instance, in Vermont, which has nearly pure community rating (only \( \pm 20 \) percent variation allowed, for all risk factors combined), experience-rated associations account for more than 60 percent of small-group enrollment, and more than 95 percent of enrollment in Blue Cross, which is by far the largest small-group carrier.\(^{18}\) The portion of small-group business sold as community-rated plans is shrinking at such a rate that one informant described the small-group market as “disappearing” into associations. Two others said that the only people who continue to buy outside of associations are those who are “too befuddled” to have “figured it out yet.”

Similarly, in Kentucky, associations were exempted from guaranteed-issue and community-rating requirements in both the individual and small-group markets, making them the only source available for medically underwritten coverage. Following rapid shifts in enrollment, forty-five associations in Kentucky accounted for 35 percent of the combined individual and small-group market in 1997. Several insurers sold only through exempt associations, and most of those that did not left the market altogether.\(^{19}\)

The potential to erode regulated markets also can be seen in differentials between community and association rates in states where they coexist. In New York we found that association rates for individual (self-employed) coverage were 30 percent lower than in the individual community-rated market.\(^{20}\) In Vermont, community rates for some insurers were 30–50 percent higher than what they offered through associations, and most of those that did not left the market altogether.

The second form of destabilization is best illustrated by Vermont, where many interview subjects described small-group associations as a “scam” that undermines the purpose of the small-group law, fragments and disrupts the market, and allows insurers to compete by cherry picking. Because many small employers join associations only to buy insurance, they are willing to switch associations frequently to achieve lower rates. For several of Vermont’s largest business associations, this has produced wild swings in both association membership and their insurance rates, through the following cycle: An association that begins with a small, select membership finds that its lower insurance rates are a strong draw for new members (who pay association dues), and so the association uses its low insurance rates to advertise aggressively for more members. As small employers flock to the association, its membership multiplies (as much as twentyfold), but its risk pool becomes less select, so the insurer imposes a steep (20–35 percent) premium increase. This causes a “meltdown,” in which employers switch to smaller associations with better risk pools, causing the tumultuous process to repeat. This is not the market dynamic envisioned by AHP proponents.

**Durational effects and churning.** It might be expected that these disruptive shifts would settle down over time as risk pools become fairly homogenous among associations. However, this market structure might never reach a satisfactory equilibrium. Insurers have strong incentives and opportunities to use associations to engage in purposeful risk segmentation. This can occur through a phenomenon known in actuarial practice as the “durational effect,” according to which new subscribers tend to be much better risks than existing subscribers are. Prior to guaranteed issue, it was thought that this was the result of medical underwriting, which selects a healthier-than-average pool of new subscribers who, over time, succumb to the law of averages (or, in statistical parlance, “regress to the mean”). Insurers were surprised to find, then, that the durational effect has remained strong even after underwriting was eliminated or drastically curtailed.\(^{21}\) This indicates that most of the “select” risk quality of new small-group subscribers was attributable more to natural self-selection behavior than to insurers’ prowess in identifying and excluding bad risks.\(^{22}\)

This self-selection stems from the fact that people with health problems are averse to changing their health insurance. Since most people who buy insurance already have cover-
age, those shopping for different coverage are healthier than those who are not. Another reason the durational effect might continue to be strong following underwriting reforms is that it arises in part from preexisting condition exclusions. Although insurance reforms purport to limit these exclusions, the one-year limit in HIPAA for small groups is no shorter than what was already standard practice.

Associations give insurers the opportunity to capitalize on this natural durational effect by continually starting new associations and closing old ones. Eliminating this practice, known as “churning,” is a primary purpose of the 1990s market reform laws. AHPs (and possibly HealthMarts) reinstate this tactic, for the following complex reasons.

First, insurers would be allowed to experience-rate each association rather than requiring that each insurer’s experience be pooled across associations or across the rest of its small-group business. Second, insurers would not be required to offer their association plans in the regular market. Third, and most important (and largely unrecognized), insurers could freely exit association pools without offering displaced subscribers alternative coverage. In the fully regulated market, states limit insurers’ ability to withdraw from markets, either by requiring them to continue to renew existing subscribers or by refusing them permission to reenter the market for a significant period of time (such as five years). AHP legislation allows insurers to enter and exit markets at will, simply by forming or terminating contracts with associations.

Given this freedom, insurers can engage in the following strategy: They first find a sponsor to form a new association (or find an existing one with a small membership) and offer an insurance plan at an attractive rate with benefits that appeal to healthier subscribers. Because of the natural selection effects noted above, new subscribers will tend to be healthier than average. As the risk pool worsens over time, the insurer can pull out of the association or simply start a new one. Although the existing association members can switch to the new association, because of inertia they often stay, especially if they are sick. The insurer is therefore able to start over with a freshly selected risk pool, leaving behind the higher risks. Even if the insurer does not cancel its existing association business, it can use the same techniques to segregate its risk pools simply by forming a newer association offering similar coverage. Again, the natural resistance of sick subscribers to change plans means that the new pool will be healthier and can offer lower rates.

The Magnitude Of Concern

Regardless of market rules, insurers in a competitive market have a powerful incentive to be skillful risk selectors, owing to the vast range in health risks. It should be no great surprise, then, to learn that extensive opportunities for risk selection and segmentation would exist under the AHP proposals (and perhaps to a lesser degree under the Health-Mart proposals, depending on how rating rules apply to them). These opportunities exist even under current market rules. Therefore, these concerns should be kept in perspective. If risk selection effects operate only at the margins and do not overwhelm more socially productive market forces and regulatory rules, these concerns should not be grounds for rejecting a promising initiative.

The case studies we have conducted indicate that this may be so. Although existing associations we studied do offer lower rates, mainly as a result of their better risk pools, those rates are not vastly different from market rates. In Vermont the rate differentials tend to be no greater than the rating flexibility allowed in the community-rated market (±20 percent), and some non-AHP insurers offer community rates that are much lower than AHP rates from other insurers. In New York the association rates in the individual market are equivalent to the small-group community rates. Therefore, it cannot be said that the association exception has completely undermined the community-rating laws in these states. Moreover, in New York, agents said that associations offer the only affordable option for the self-employed.
Nevertheless, the proposals move distinctly away from existing market-reform rules and toward older market structures in which competitive forces focused mainly on risk selection issues. This shift runs contrary to the stated purpose of promoting lower prices through bargaining power and administrative efficiencies. Instead, insurers are encouraged to become skillful risk selectors rather than effective managers of care. In short, the potential of these new purchasing entities to lower prices through risk segmentation is greater than through all of the more socially productive mechanisms combined.

A case can be made that HealthMarts and AHPs violate the principle “first, do no harm.” They are unlikely to generate true efficiencies, and they partially undermine existing regulatory and market structures. On the other hand, HealthMarts seek to overcome some of the current limitations of purchasing cooperatives. AHPs seek to reduce, simplify, and clarify existing state and federal regulation that in some respects is redundant, ineffective, or obscure. Even if these changes do not greatly reduce prices or increase coverage, some recasting of the law is desirable simply because existing rules are so impenetrably complex that they are at risk of being dysfunctional, especially with respect to MEWAs and other associations. However, it is a tall order to craft legislation that accomplishes these improvements without allowing insurers to exploit regulatory gradients and circumvent market boundaries necessary to maintaining the integrity of previous reform efforts.
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NOTES
2. These proposals first came to widespread attention through a bill (H.R. 995) in the 104th Congress championed by Rep. Harris Fawell (R-IL) in 1995. Recently, the most prominent version has been sponsored by Rep. Jim Talent (R-MO), chair of the House Small Business Committee, and these ideas were included in George W. Bush’s campaign proposals. This legislation gained notoriety in October 1999 when conservative Republicans in the 106th Congress attached it to the bipartisan Patients’ Bill of Rights (H.R. 2990), a move President Bill Clinton described as a “poison pill” and “legislative sleight of hand” calculated to defeat the bill. Similar legislation has also been highly controversial at the state level, most notably in California. See J. Yegian, Size Matters: The Health Insurance Market for Small Firms (Aldershot, England: Ashgate Publishing, 1999).
3. By “risk premium,” we mean the portion of the premium that compensates for the pure risk-bearing function—that is, the uncertainty over the extent of claims.
releases/stevesedit> (11 September 2000).
7. We also sidestep other important aspects of the debate over these proposals, such as the adequacy of the solvency standards and the shift from state to federal regulation.
13. See Polzer, “Preempting State Authority.”
15. The legislation creates much ambiguity. It states that HealthMarts are subject to state small-group rating rules but that policies must be rated on a “product-specific” basis, without defining what this means. One interpretation is that insurers are required to use a different rating structure for plans they sell only within a HealthMart rather than including these products within their overall small-group rating structure, as state laws require. The purpose may be to allow HealthMarts to pass on savings from leaner benefits than are offered elsewhere in the market, but, as discussed below, the effect may also be to allow insurers to reflect the different health status of those who join a HealthMart pool.
17. Here we use “community rating” in a looser sense to include both pure and modified community rating, as well as rating bands that allow some flexibility on price. The distinction we are drawing is not the degree of rating flexibility, but rather whether the rating structure is based on the entire community or instead on the claims experience of a specific pool or product.
22. Another study found no difference in one large insurer’s claims over six years between small groups that were underwritten and those that were guaranteed issue. J. Glazner et al., “The Questionable Value of Medical Screening in the Small Group Health Insurance Market,” Health Affairs (Summer 1995): 224–234.
23. Technically, the same is true for HealthMarts as well as AHPs, but unlike AHPs, HealthMarts may not restrict membership, so selling through them is equivalent to selling to the entire small-group market.
24. This flexibility already exists in a number of states, primarily in the Midwest. Hall, “The Geography of Health Insurance Regulation.” In essence, the AHP proposal seeks to extend the more lenient regulatory approach to all states.